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Design and Access Statement: Change of Use of Private Swimming Pool to Commercial 

and SEND uses – Quarryside Farm, Main Street, Skidby, East Riding of Yorkshire, HU16 

5TG 

 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 This Design, Access and Planning Statement has been prepared by Michael Glover 

LLP, Chartered Rural Practice Surveyors, of Globe House, 15 Ladygate, Beverley, 

East Riding of Yorkshire, HU17 8BH, and explains the background to and nature of 

the planning application by Sportsability Training Limited for commercial and SEND 

use of a private swimming pool located at Quarryside Farm, Main Street, Skidby, HU16 

5TG, in the ownership of Lord & Lady Haskins, of the farm business, Quarryside Farm 

Limited, based at Quarryside Farm in Skidby.  The location of the pool and car parking 

area to the fore is shown on the plan at Appendix 1 and a block plan from OS data is 

attached at Appendix 2 . 

1.2 The subject swimming pool is a private pool associated with the farm dwelling at 

Quarryside Farm Limited and was built some 30 years ago to assist Lady Haskins who 

has had a long-term disability and is reliant on a wheelchair. 

1.3 The pool has been disused in recent years due to health issues until Lord Haskins was 

approached by Sportsability Training Limited who wished to use it for low intensity 

private swimming lessons and lessons associated with small groups from both Special 

Needs schools and disadvantaged children’s groups. 

1.4 It is perhaps appropriate to note that Lord and Lady Haskins receive no pecuniary 

advantage in allowing Sportsability Training Limited to provide this service, 

Sportsability Training Limited simply meeting the costs of heating and running the pool. 

2.0 The Subject Property 

2.1 The pool is based at Quarryside Farm, No.46 Main Street, Skidby, and comprises a 

brick built, fully enclosed swimming pool measuring 10.76 metres x 4.46 metres with a 

step area off, within a building of an overall length of 19.5 metres x 7.9 metres with bay 

projections, as shown on the attached layout plan at Appendix 3. 

2.2 The pool building comprises a brick walled and slate roofed purpose-built pool, plant 

room and changing facilities building attached to a pantile roofed car port which is also 

available for use for parking at times of pool use. 

2.3 Annotated photographs of the building, both internal and external, are shown at 

Appendix 4 

2.4 As indicated above, the extent of the application area for change of use is shown edged 

red on the plan at Appendix 1, based on OS digital data. 

2.5 Aerial views of the building matrix are shown within  the photographs at Appendix 4. 

. 
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3.0 Proposed Use of the Facility 

3.1 The facility is currently being used for the purposes set out in the application and this 

is a retrospective application for the continued use of the facility by Sportsability 

Training Limited. 

3.2 This Design, Access and Planning Statement expands upon the detail set out on the 

application form. 

4.0 Swimming Lessons 

4.1 Swimming lessons for parent funded private and also for school/SEND customers take 

place from 4pm-6.45pm (4 x half hour lessons), Monday and Tuesday, 11.45am-1pm 

(2 x Mothers and babies) and 4pm-7.30pm (5 x half hour lessons) Wednesdays. 

Thursday10.00am-11.30am (2 x Mothers and babies) and 4pm-6.45pm (4 x half hour 

lessons). 

Fridays 9.00am-11.30am (3 x Mothers and babies) and 4pm-6pm (3 x half hour 

lessons). 6.15pm-6.45pm (1to1 half hour lesson). 7pm to 7.30pm (Adults session 

1to1). 

Saturday: 12 noon to 5.15pm includes 3 x 1to 1 half hour lessons, 1 x Mothers and 

babies and 5 x half hour lessons. 

A maximum of 6 children attend each session.  Currently, some 4-5 children attend for 

the evening sessions. 

Inclusive sessions are the aim but, for practical reasons, regular dedicated lessons for 

SEND pupils are arranged each week. 

 4.2 The private lessons subsidise the lessons for SEND children whose charges to their 

educational body are levied at cost. The SEND swimming arrangements are for 

Monday and Wednesday mornings between 10am and 12 noon and on Wednesday 

afternoon between 1pm and 3pm (St Annes School, Welton).   

 On Thursday afternoon, Christopher Pickering School send pupils between 1pm and 

3pm. 

  These SEND groups operate with a maximum of 8 children with staff and the attendees 

are generally young persons with high levels of physical and mental disability.  There 

are typically 1-2 staff to a pupil with a maximum of 8 per batch. 

4.3 Sportsability Training Limited staff attend as lifeguards and, of course, the school staff 

are in attendance to also provide the high levels of supervision necessary for these 

children learning to swim. 

4.5 The children from the schools, as SEND pupils, are brought to the swimming pool in a 

minibus.  The traffic issues have been the focus of significant attention by Sportsability 

Training Limited and there is a 15 minute gap between sessions and attendees are not 

allowed to arrive more than 5 minutes before the lesson and have to leave within 5 

minutes afterwards.  Pupils arrive swim-ready and leave with ponchos or tracksuit 

clothing so that there can be a quick turn-around of pupils, both before and after the 
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lessons.  This procedure has been adopted to eliminate previous problems with on-

street parking. 

4.6 Within the roadside yard area, to the fore of the swimming pool, the whole space is 

made over to the swimming groups and the individual parking bays are marked out 

with cones and chains (to be replaced with line marked parking bays) and with parking 

bay signs numbered and allocated to visitors.  The importance of ensuring that traffic 

does not cause a problem within the village is taken very seriously. Parents and 

teachers/care assistants attending receive automated text messages and there is 

normally an attendant to supervise parking.  There are 6 car parking spaces available 

and 2 that can cater for minibuses. It is acknowledged by Sportsability Training Limited 

that parking did become an issue, but the revised parking arrangements will, it is 

believed, resolve any previous conflicts. 

4.7 The private lessons occurring during the weekday evenings, as set out at para 4.1, 

which allow for a maximum of 6 children, provide the funding necessary to support the 

SEND teaching and the Haskins family are fully supportive of the activities at their pool. 

5.0 Use of Private Pools 

5.1 Sportsability Training Limited identified the potential use of private pools, given the 

difficulties of accessing public pool provision, particularly at times when the teaching 

offered is for pre-school children, young low ability swimmers and, occasionally, adults 

who lack water confidence and need a small private non-intimidating environment to 

gain confidence and swimming experience. 

5.2 Many of the SEND children that access the classes are children on varying scales of 

the autistic spectrum, with disabilities such as ADHD, Cerebral Palsy, Fredrichs Ataxia, 

deaf, non-verbal and Down Syndrome children. 

5.3 The service seeks to be inclusive and Sportsability Training Limited work closely with 

the schools that visit to ensure that the needs of their students are being met.  In that 

connection, please see the supportive representations from these 

organisations/individuals that benefit from the provision attached. 

5.4 The private lessons that are undertaken tend to be for families with children that have 

anxiety issues and lack of confidence and who would not be comfortable attending a 

public swimming baths. 

5.5 It has not been possible for Sportsability Training Limited to hire council facilities and 

private health clubs naturally tend to severely limit availability to protect their paying 

members.  East Riding as a whole has very few school pools and there are significant 

limitations on availability if they can be hired.  Winifred Holtby School, pool  re-opened 

to the public  in September 2022 and Sportsability Training Ltd  have bookings with 

them as follows:- 

Mondays and Wednesdays - Advanced swimmers using the 25m pool for 

development. 

Tuesdays: The hydrotherapy pool is used for SEND parent and sibling sessions..  

Venues have been generally restricted which has given rise to Sportsability Training 

Limited seeking under-used or unused private facilities. 
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5.6 Sportsability Training Limited were delivering lessons at the Mercure Hotel, Willerby 

for three evenings per week, but were given notice to leave as their pool hire policy 

changed in 2022.  Lord Haskins kindly stepped in to offer his own pool, the operational 

cost being met by Sportsability Training Limited. 

5.7 Sportsability Training Limited also assist in training swimming teachers and also have 

a member of staff who is qualified to tutor the RLSS Lifeguarding course. 

5.8 The use of this pool allows Sportsability Training Limited to prioritise the needs of the 

community by offering at-cost swimming for those needing help because of a nervous 

condition or lack of confidence and provide cost effective pool access. 

6.0 Development of the Parking Arrangement 

6.1 It is acknowledged that there were issues associated with on-street parking originally, 

but steps have been taken by the directors of Sportsability Training Limited to address 

this and this has been achieved by staggering the period between lessons so that 

arrivals are not clashing with departures and the transport of SEND pupils, in particular, 

by minibus limiting the vehicle requirements for parking. 

6.2 It is believed that what has been undertaken in terms of rationalising the need for 

vehicle parking has indeed resolved previous issues associated with on-street parking. 

6.3 The maximum class sizes also assist dramatically in limiting the number of vehicles 

that are needed to park at the property. 

 

7.0 Additional Proposed Uses of the Pool 

7.1 Sportsability Training Limited is in the process of becoming an accredited training 

centre for the Swimming Teachers Association.  There is currently a national shortage 

of swimming teachers and the pool has the potential for use to provide the necessary 

training for an STA qualification. 

8.0 Skidby Pool as a Community Asset 

8.1 Sportsability Training Limited seek to provide an environment for children and adults 

of all abilities to access swimming lessons and water safety knowledge.  Skills in the 

water is important for water safety. 

8.2 Swimming lessons would be provided for the community, addressing all ages and 

abilities in order to provide water safety education. 

9.0 Planning Policy Markers 

9.1 The East Riding Local Plan, adopted in 2016 and currently subject to review through 

the Examination in Public, contains, at Policy C1, a policy entitled ‘Providing 

Infrastructure and Facilities’.  Paragraph A indicates that proposals for new and/or 

improved infrastructure and facilities would be supported where they enhance the 

quality and range of services and facilities.  Whilst not particularly addressing change 

of use, Paragraph B of that policy indicates that new development would be supported 

where it is adequately serviced by infrastructure and facilities.  Where necessary, the 

phasing of new development would be linked to the delivery of new or improved 

infrastructure and facilities. 
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9.2 In this instance, the only requisite infrastructure that we can see is necessary in order 

to allow the site to be utilised in the way intended is the provision of safe and adequate 

parking and it is considered that the steps taken by Sportsability Training Limited to 

deliver this is being met by a combination of improved parking arrangements at the 

pool and timely scheduling of lessons. 

9.3 Policy C2 of the East Riding Local Plan 2016 is entitled ‘Supporting Community 

Services and Facilities’.  Paragraph A of that policy indicates that, in order to maintain 

and improve access to a range of services and facilities in the East Riding which meet 

the needs of residents, proposals will be supported that: (1) retain or enhance services 

and facilities and/or (2) provide for new services and facilities including, where 

appropriate, mixed use and multi-purpose facilities. 

9.4 Paragraph D indicates that the views of the local community and relevant Town or 

Parish Council will be important in order to establish the significance of and demand 

for individual facilities and develop solutions to enable their retention.  The East Riding 

Local Plan Update Strategy Document includes Policies C1 and C2.  These are 

reproduced in much the same format for the 2016 Local Plan and remain part of the 

council’s policy, which, having regard to the stage of the Local Plan, should be afforded 

significant weight. 

10.0 Local Community Support 

10.1 Sportsability Training Limited have collected supportive representations from a very 

significant number of people and families benefiting from this facility and copies of 

these submissions are attached to this Design, Access and Planning Statement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Michael Glover LLP 

Chartered Rural Practice Surveyors 

Globe House 

15 Ladygate  

Beverley 

HU17 8BH  

Dated:   November 2023  
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APPENDIX 4 

 

 

Car parking entrance: Farmhouse to right (east) 

 

 

 

Adjacent vehicle parking including covered area 
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View of pool building from south-east 

 

Drone view from above 
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Aerial view from north 

 

 

Internal View 1 

 

 

Internal View 2 
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Internal View 3 

 

 

Internal View 4 
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View from north-east of pool building 



 

   
 

 
 
  

ST ANNE’S SCHOOL,  
SIXTH FORM COLLEGE 

AND RESIDENCE. 

 
Boothferry Road,  
Hessle, 
HU13 9AR, 
Headteacher: Hendi Longman 
Tel:  01482 667379 
enquiries@stannes.eriding.net 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Suzanne, 
 
My name is Jeremy Kielly and I am the assistant head of the sixth form at St Anne’ School and Sixth 
Form College. My class, SF1, accesses your swimming pool every Wednesday afternoon and have 
been doing so for about a year now. Every Monday, we have pupils from our EYFS provision as 
well as pupils from a class within lower school that have access to your pool making the impact of 
your facility one that is school wide for us. 
 
There are several reasons why these sessions are valuable for our pupils. To name a few, they 
provide opportunities for our pupils to get out into the community. Given the complex needs of 
many of our pupils, this is something that they have limited access to with families oftentimes 
struggling to have their children engage within the community. It provides our pupils with valuable 
time outside the classroom, to have opportunities to self-regulate by doing something they enjoy 
along with expending energy that would be difficult to do within a typical classroom environment. 
It gives our pupils the opportunity to work on such functional skills as getting dressed and 
undressed to using personal hygiene facilities that they aren’t used to and therefore better 
preparing them for the big wide world. Our pupils have the opportunity to experience sensory play 
within water and to work on water confidence given their individual ability levels. These are just a 
few reasons why your venue is one that is highly regarded by us here at St Anne’s.  
 
I have been teaching many years and have taken classes out swimming to a number of venues. 
There are a few reasons that stick out within your setting that I feel are invaluable. These include 
the fact that you are a private pool. As stated above, some of our pupils have very complex needs 
and you are able to accommodate this as you do not have to worry about other clientele that use 
the facility when we do. You also provide a lifeguard, something that isn’t always provided by 
other venues. To say that we would be disappointed with losing your service would be an 
understatement. We would like nothing more than for a continued partnership between St Anne’s 
and Sportsability at Skidby, given the experiences you provide our students as well as the 
opportunities to develop our students academically, functionally and psychologically.  
 
Kindest regards, 
 
 
Jeremy Kielly  
Assistant Head Sixth Form 



   

Christopher Pickering Primary School

The Compass                                                                                            Headteacher: Mrs J Marson

1 Burnham Road                                                                            Deputy Headteacher: Mrs L Leeman

HULL

HU4 7EB                                                                                           Email: admin@cpickering.het.academy

Tel: 01482 352245                                                      Website: www.christopherpickeringprimary.co.uk

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to you in my capacity as the Head Teacher of Christopher Pickering Primary School to offer my

unconditional support of Sportsability Swim School and their pool situated on Main Street, Skidby.

Swimming is a life skill that goes beyond being a recreational activity. It is an essential component of a well-

rounded education, contributing to the physical, social, and emotional development of our pupils. This swimming

pool has been instrumental in fostering water safety awareness and teaching swimming skills to children who find

swimming a challenging skill to accomplish. We have used the pool in Skidby for several months to deliver

intensive catch-up sessions for our children in Years 6 and 5 who cannot yet swim 25m.

Without venues like Skidby, providing these additional catch-up lessons for our children would be unachievable due

to the lack of pools in the Hull area, and council-led education lessons taking priority. Since September, we have

had 9 children progress to swimming 25m and perform a safe self-rescue which means that 93% of our Y6 cohort

have now met the expected standard for swimming laid out by the 2014 National Curriculum for PE. We have a

second group mid-way through their block of lessons with many more children to follow.

This pool is an incredibly valuable resource for Christopher Pickering Primary School and we wholeheartedly hope

we are able to continue our swimming programme.

Faithfully,

Jane Marson

Headteacher

Christopher Pickering Primary School.



    

                             

Christopher Pickering Primary School. Registered address: The Compass, 1 Burnham Road, Hull, HU4 7EB. Humber Education

Trust is an exempt charity regulated by the Secretary of State for Education.   It is a company limited by guarantee

registered in England and Wales (company number 08682547), whose registered office is Humber Education Trust, c/o Bude Park

Primary School, Cookbury Close, HULL, HU7 4EY



--- Forwarded message -----

From: Stephen Parnaby <stephen.parnaby@wrenkitchens.com>

To: paulhaskin@aol.com <paulhaskin@aol.com>

Sent: Thursday, 9 November 2023 at 18:06:54 GMT

Subject: Planning Application

Letter of support from Stephen Parnaby OBE for a planning application for change of use

Swimming Pool at 46 Main Street, Skidby.

I fully support the application for change of use by Sportsability Swim School at 46 Main

Street, Skidby. I have been a resident of Skidby parish for almost 40 years, currently living

close to the application site and have no issues with the proposals, in fact I welcome the plans

in the village and rural setting. The facilities that will be offered are much needed yet

unfortunately scarcely available in the area, this fills a void in a sensible location which has

little or absolute no detrimental impact to neighbours, residents or businesses in the

immediate area.

Sportability offer a range of facilities across the area, this location is key to the success by

providing a range of swimming lessons across the board particularly with SEND and

underprivileged members of society. Their values are to be commended and I hope this

application will be fully supported.

As a former local Councillor and current Honorary Alderman of the East Riding of

Yorkshire  I would have fully supported this during my period of tenure, I can think of no

planning reasons why this should not be granted.

I hope my comments are helpful from a local perspective and I am delighted to add my

support.

Hon Alderman Stephen Parnaby OBE,

2 Forge Place,

Skidby

HU16 5UL

Stephen Parnaby OBE

Business Development Director

Wren Kitchens

Mob. 07768 796713

Sent from my iPad



Timestamp Name Email Address Postcode Telephone Number Comments
11/8/2023 14:02:01 Amy Smith amyr4288@hotmail.co.uk 37 Carr lane, Willerby Hu106jp 07891035985 I support Sportsability Skidby with their planning application 
11/8/2023 14:03:40 Melanie Bell mellbell348@gmail.com 23 west Garth, little weightonHu203xg 01482844376 My little boy adores his swimming lessons.. it would be a great shame if they didn’t continue.
11/8/2023 14:04:50 Sally Claxton sallyanntalbot@hotmail.com52 Woodhall Way Hu17 7bj 07557432381 I support the change of the status of the pool

11/8/2023 14:06:04 Cheryl White cheryl125@btinternet.com
41 The Stray
South Cave HU15 2AN 07944304701 I support the change to commercial use.

11/8/2023 14:06:27 Neil Lee david.lazar.1978@googlemail.com
6, Legarde Avenue

HU4 6AP 07753283048 I offer my support with the application to change the status of the pool in Skidby from private to commercial.
11/8/2023 14:06:52 Holly Britton holly@dermatology.co.uk MANOR FARM, CATWICK LANE, LONG RISTON, HU11 5JR +447736390633 I SUPPORT THIS APPLICATION

11/8/2023 14:19:53 Rebecca Fawns-Millar beckyfawns@hotmail.com
9 Arras Drive
East Riding of Yorkshire HU16 5LE 07702152443 I support the pool bring made into a commercial property.

11/8/2023 14:21:36 Hannah Whymant Hannah.craig1@googlemail.comThe Lattices Hu179HW 07985220877 I support this application to change the status of the pool to Commercial. 
11/8/2023 14:22:43 Claire Foreman claireforeman84@gmail.com33  Molescroft Road HU17 7EG 07929919401 Sportsability are a fantastic company who offer wonderful swimming lessons. I fully support this application, which will help them in their mission to teach the next generation to swim. 
11/8/2023 14:24:21 Angela  Hague angelapullan1981@hotmail.co.uk26 The Spinney, CottinghamHU16 5AU 07593161677 I would like lend my support to the application for the change of use at the swimming pool in Skidby. This is a vital local resource and an asset to the local community, giving local children the opportunity to learn a life saving skill.
11/8/2023 14:31:57 Kirsty Mckenna Kirstyhearfield1@hotmail.com24 Beech Avenue HU10 6AA 07879474161 Fully in support of the change
11/8/2023 14:33:24 Samantha Lovell samgagen@yahoo.co.uk 19 Dunnock Drive HU17 8FY 07971043624 I offer my support to the planning application 
11/8/2023 14:33:43 JULIE WILLIAMSON julie.williamson2@btopenworld.comPresbytery, Houghton Lane, Sancton YO43 4RE 07825 213844 I am in full support of this application. The swimming lessons and facilities provided at this pool are high quality and professional and my daughter with SEND loves attending. 
11/8/2023 14:45:10 Joo Li Chua juliechua574@gmail.com 11,Foxglove Way Beverley Hu17 9QJ 07511373340 My child likes to go to this Skidby pool and he really enjoyed it . It’s a great pool . Thank you 

11/8/2023 15:04:12 Amy Byass ameshodgson@hotmail.com
63 ROWLEY ROAD
LITTLE WEIGHTON HU20 3XW 07884412950 Living in Little Weighton having access to swimming lessons in skidby for my children has been a great convenience and time saver as normally we have to travel further afield to clubs and activities. The quality of the lessons are exceptional and as well as progressing quickly through the stages my children have always thoroughly enjoy their lessons.

11/8/2023 15:08:53 Liz Jack ljack2084@gmail.com 18 Nursery Gardens HU17 8NS 07841 505348 I support the change.
11/8/2023 15:44:29 Rebecca Holgate Becki5@hotmail.co.uk 1 vine close, Cottingham Hu165rf 07738271506 I support this application
11/8/2023 15:54:21 Rachel Seddon Rachseddon@icloud.com 10 Birch Lea, Walkington HU178TH 07960174221 Local and a lovely pool 

11/8/2023 15:58:13 Will will.j.crocker@gmail.com
25 Greenwich Park
25 Hu7 3fq 07862251327 Support

11/8/2023 16:10:20 Alexa hodson lex1984uk@yahoo.co.uk 9 baynard ave  Hu16 5ab 7843681120 Yes 
11/8/2023 16:17:17 Chloe Whitaker Chloe.whitaker1989@hotmail.co.uk33 Jack Harrison Avenue, Cottingham HU16 5UN 07920795291 Support
11/8/2023 16:23:38 Sophie Emson Sophie.jarvis17@hotmail.co.uk95 Carr Lane, Willerby Hu10 6JS 07985732199 I support the change in status of the Skidby Swimming pool to enable lessons with Sports ability 
11/8/2023 17:03:50 Mrs pierce nicola211084@gmail.com 6 west parklands drive Hu14 3ex 07766490613 We would love our children to carry on with their swim lessons 
11/8/2023 17:30:45 Andrew Brown andybrown2k5@hotmail.co.uk34 St Andrews Mount, KirkellaHU10 7TE 07903209942 I support this application both my children go to swimming classes at this venue and it is excellent with the appropriate facilities. Staff do a great job and this pool provides for the local community in terms of an essential life skill in supporting children to swim. It is also a welcome change from using large leisure centres and supporting a local small business and pool that can meet the needs of children within the area. Without this pool it would be difficult to access swimming lessons due to the limited spaces available at other schools in the area. Please consider this response in support of the application 
11/8/2023 20:05:33 Lorrissa Davies lorrissa123@hotmail.co.uk2 Lilac Avenue, Beverley HU17 9UT 07908963068 I support the application. 
11/8/2023 21:03:38 Gemma Anderson gemmaanderson79@yahoo.co.uk45 West Hill Road HU10 7FG 07974268579 I support the change to a commercial pool
11/8/2023 21:18:40 Jennifer legg Jenlegg36@gmail.com 319 Priory Road Hu5 5sa 07591840608 I am in support of you going for the change of pool application
11/8/2023 21:27:41 Helen Norman bels76@hotmail.co.uk 7 Molescroft Road, BeverleyHU177DX 07946426924 I support the application for commercial status
11/8/2023 22:27:09 Kathryn Connolly Kathryn@conno.org The Membies, Beverley Road, North NewbaldYO434SQ 07788921882 I am very happy to support the application for Skidby swimming pool to change from a private to a commercial pool
11/9/2023 13:50:55 Anna Key anna_ruth17@hotmail.co.uk1a Hallgate, Cottingham HU16 4DN 07528023196 The pool facility is an invaluable asset in providing the swimming sessions that I waited a long time for. The setting is ideal for its purpose and the location is perfect for me to access. 
11/9/2023 19:47:37 Beth Lamplough Bethc07@hotmail.co.uk 24 Badgers Wood Hu165st 07530006043 Super pool for young children to learn water safety and swimming with is a big life skill. Sportability work so hard to make sure residents are not disturbed or affected. 
11/9/2023 20:14:56 Dan steward d.l.steward@hotmail.com 4 paddock way Hu7 3fj 07508 016155 Our daughter loves going and is really enjoying it. 
11/10/2023 9:04:40 Laura Merrills Laura.merrills@gmail.com24 Magpie Avenue HU178GG 07932972122 I have no clue why residents object to this. There are no yellow lines and as someone who complies with the Highway Code and pays road tax I am able to park on the road ! Sportability should not be penalised !
11/12/2023 5:23:10 Louise Harley Looby@stephenharley.Karoo.co.uk14 Richmond Way HU17 8XA 07979765799 This lessons provided at this pool meet the needs of children who prefer learning in smaller groups. This facility is invaluable. 

11/13/2023 12:44:31 Lucy bushby Lucy_williams_me@hotmail.com115 main street skidby Hu165tx 07939322578 Great venue for my child to swim at, excellent facilities, well signed parking 
11/15/2023 8:04:57 Becky Coleman beckylawn@hotmail.co.uk28 Danesway, Beverley Hu17 7jq 07984984770 Would like to change skidby pool to commercial swimming pool

11/15/2023 9:08:45 Abby abbybeech1993@hotmail.co.uk

Chestnut Lodge
Little Weighton Road
Walkington HU17 8sp 07527188511 We offer our support for the change :)

11/15/2023 9:18:06 Mari-Clare Mumby mariclareparfitt@hotmail.co.uk11 York Drive Brough HU15 1UF 07983533955 We were on the waiting list for swimming lessons skidby pool for months. We were really lucky to get a place in September. My daughter has dyslexia and sensory issues. She absolutely loves going to skidby pool as it’s small and only has 4/5 children in a class. The teachers are amazing and really patient and supportive. It’s amazing that we have this facility in the area and we need to keep it! 
11/15/2023 9:21:03 Jennifer Laney jennielaney55@gmail.com212 Northgate HU165QW 07974098218 Support in favour of obtaining planning permission 
11/15/2023 9:25:27 Alex Redmore alexredmore@hotmail.co.uk105 Hambling Drive, Beverley HU17 9GD 07854755990 I am in full support of this application.

11/15/2023 9:25:53 Marissa Pearcy maris46@hotmail.com
46 Churchill Avenue 
Cottingham HU16 5NL 07966208260 Supporting application for community use

11/15/2023 9:28:34 Rebecca Lenham rlenham@smchull.org 2 Grosvenor Road HU7 3DS 07809738785 The use of this pool has meant that my son has had the opportunity to learn how to swim, he enjoys his classes but also now has a skill for life and safety. 
11/15/2023 9:36:18 Helen Clapworthy helen2898@hotmail.com 49 Carter Drive HU17 9gl 07515375960 My son learns to swim at the pool. It is ideal. Swimming is a life skill and I think all kids should have lessons. The lessons at the council leisure centres have massive waiting lists so places like Skidby are ideal. Since Sportsability have spread the lessons out (larger gaps between lessons) I have not observed anyone parking on the road. 
11/15/2023 9:44:47 Steve Hague stevehague82@hotmail.co.uk26 The Spinney Hu16 5au 07792499090 The pool at Skidby has been a great place for our two girls to learn to swim, it provides a smaller, calmer and less daunting environment than most larger pools. For anyone with children wanting to learn to swim who live in cottingham, skidby etc it’s a great local resource a 5 minute drive away. 

11/15/2023 10:04:56 India Pickering Indiapickering@icloud.com47 St Catherine’s Drive HU17 7NU 07791956714 This swimming pool is amazing and has been amazing for my 11 month old boys water confidence. We started using Swimability when he was just 5 months old and the transformation and skills learnt is second to none. I love the small class sizes and clean facilities and that’s is the main reason I avoid a large council swimming pool.
11/15/2023 10:14:56 Jennifer Baffour-Korsah Jenisco2000@yahoo.com72 Brindley Street HU9 3BT 07417428558 Skidby pool is a wonderful site. Thank you for the opportunity to take swimming lessons. 
11/15/2023 10:43:26 Jennifer Salter Jenlegg36@gmail.com 319 Priory Road Hu55sa 07591840608 The pool at Skidby is fantastic. My son loves learning to swim in it. The size is perfect with it not being full size. My son feels more confident learning in a pool this size as it isn't as daunting as a big pool. I fully support the planing application. 
11/15/2023 12:44:07 Chris Smith Chris@conno.org 14 Windsor Avenue Anlaby HU10 7AS 01482. 656179 Our grandson Edward Connolly has greatly benefited from having intense lessons at the Skidby pool. He suffers from dyspraxia (SEN)& we can see what a great help this has been with both swimming & confidence. It needs to continue to operate.
11/15/2023 15:07:36 Mariam Hawar Mariamhawar@hotmail.com5 guys crescent hull Hu8 0fg 07710818593 Brilliant idea 
11/15/2023 16:51:00 Elizabeth Metcalfe elizabeth_28_9@msn.com108 Silverdale Road, hull Hu6 7hg 07565964917 We love to be able to bring our two children for swimming lessons at the pool in skidby. They have come on so well since starting there and their confidence now in the water is fantastic to see. It is brilliant to be able to bring them to this pool as their class has it all to themselves, no distractions or other users means they are able to fully concentrate on their teacher. 
11/15/2023 18:35:36 Wayne Fawns-Millar waynemillar33@yahoo.co.uk9 Arras Drive, Cottingham, East Riding of YorkshireHU16 5LE 07508 144654 .

11/15/2023 18:38:09 Christopher Pickering pickers10@yahoo.co.uk 34 Old Village Road,  Little Weighton HU20 3US 07779 23 03 03 
We find this pool to be a local and very valuable asset. We believe that every child / person should be taught how to swim. Our child was originally being taught in a much larger pool in much larger groups. Unfortunately our child didn't do very well in these classes. So when we told about the pool in Skidby we made contact and was put onto a waiting list. Our child has been attending swimming lessons at Skidby for quite a while now and due to the size of the pool and classes, along with the high calibre of teaching staff, they have improved dramatically and is confident in and around water which as a parent is very reassuring.
It would be a huge loss to us and others if this amazing pool was to close.

11/15/2023 22:04:49 Emma Thomson 3mma.thomson@gmail.com3 East Close, Beverley HU17 7JN 07834727779 These swimming lessons have been amazing for my children and they have come on so much in the 18 months they have been attending. Saturday afternoon lesson times are incredibly rare so this is very helpful. More importantly the school works hard to ensure that siblings have adjacent lessons, minimising traffic to and from the pool. I know from parents at other swim schools that this is not always the case, with parents having to attend on different days of the week, increasing traffic and pollution
11/15/2023 22:15:19 Ceri-Ann Hart hartca16@yahoo.com 1 Warwick Drive HU17 9TB 07825270662 As parents with 2 children who regularly use this pool, it’s a fabulous pool and the Sportability team have invested a lot in making this a great facility for all to use.
11/16/2023 11:51:03 Laura Berry lj.berry@hotmail.com 29 Cedar Drive, Beverley HU17 0XE 07930746620 My daughter attends swimming lessons at this pool, and due to the size of the pool and the classes, she has grown in ability and confidence. I believe that she would not have achieved this in any other setting, as she struggles with chaos and change, and this pool provides her with a calm, safe and quiet environment in which to develop. 
11/16/2023 11:55:49 dawn walker dawn_walker472@hotmail.co.uk59 the wolds hu16 5lq 07969742299 my granddaughter is learning to swim and needs to be safe when in water , she is doing great with her swimming lessons, 
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11/16/2023 13:27:04 Ruth Twidale ruthtwidale@hotmail.com
27 MAIN STREET
SKIDBY HU16 5TZ 07812 220820

I would like to express my support for the 'change of status' planning application for Skidby Swimming Pool.

This is an amazing and unique facility for the village and its value should not be underestimated.  

My grandson Lennon aged 8 was terrified of the water 18 months ago and was too scared to take part in lessons, which are traditionally held at large local authority pools and clubs in sizeable groups of children.

The 'set up' at Skidby is perfect for children lacking in confidence.  Lessons are delivered in small groups of 4 or 5 children by two dedicated teachers. Their reassuring and skilled interaction with the children learning to swim has produced amazing results.     Lennon is now so much more confident around water, he has learnt to swim  and his lesson in the village is the 'highlight of his week'.  I know he and the other children would be devastated if the pool was to close.

I live in the same street as the venue in the village, and walk to the lesson every week. I have never witnessed any congestion around the vicinity of the pool during the past 18 months since Lennon's lessons commenced.

The sessions have been adjusted to ensure there is no overlap of people leaving and arriving at the same time.  

Any reports you may have received regarding 'bad parking' are not related to the venue.  Main Street is located in a very old village, of which many houses have no drives. I would suggest any 'bad parking' is from visitors to the residents of those who live on the street, those who stop to collect eggs from the nearby vendor, or those who stop to post letters at the post box close to the swimming pool.

I cannot emphasise enough what value this facility provides within the community and as a Skidby resident myself, I fully support the application.

Sent on behalf of Ruth & Stuart Twidale, Lennon Hallissey and his parents. 

11/16/2023 13:49:34 Agnieszka Szemplinska aggy_s@outlook.com 49 Tranby Avenue HU13 0PS 07842650124 My daughters love swimming at this pool
11/16/2023 14:02:50 Sarah Parker Sarah.amy.martin@btinternet.com1 oakwood close Hu55yg 07739 009383 A fabulous facility. Helped my son develop life saving skills in a fun safe environment 
11/16/2023 14:28:08 Louise Lindsay A-lindsay2@sky.com 84 hull bridge road, beverleyHu17 9qh 07866367102 Please approve the change of use application
11/16/2023 16:52:02 Shona De Martino shonaishome@hotmail.com11 Lichfield Close. BeverleyHU17 8PX 07763062135 My two grandsons have enjoyed their swimming lessons at Skidby for over 18 months. The facilities are perfect for specially for SEND children like one of our grandsons. They live in Cottingham and as we, the grandparents, facilitate the lessons Skidby us the ideal location. Due to work commitments and school location/times we would not be able to get to other venues. 
11/16/2023 17:17:23 Kevin poulton Kevin.poulton1973@gmail.com24 Magpie Avenue Hu178GG 07932972122 We support the use of this pool and want it to remain
11/16/2023 18:40:53 Kathryn Hardaker kathryn626@btinternet.com 8, Thompson drive Strensall York YO325zn Yo325zn 07980 591296 I support changes
11/16/2023 18:42:24 Emily Hardaker hardakeremily@gmail.com 8 Thompson drive Strensall York YO325zn Yo325zn 07980591296 Please keep.this pool.open. My friends children swim here.
11/16/2023 20:31:29 Richard Garner richygman@gmail.com 87 Highfield Road, Beverley Hu179qt 01482862349 The facility in Skidby is an absolutely outstanding place to hold swimming lessons for our son and other children with send, the off road parking means it's extremely safe for all the children and the staff are absolutely amazing. Without such a a place to take our son for swimming lessons it is highly unlikely that that he would be where he is now, mainstream swimming just could not work !! The whole operation should be held in high regard and congratulated for their hard work,  dedication,commitment to all the children that attend now and in the future. Kind regards Mr Garner

11/16/2023 20:32:52 Sarah Garner sezna10@gmail.com 87 Highfield Road Hu17 9qt 07538939456
My son attends a sen group for swim lessons at the Skidby swimming pool with my sons disability he is unable to join a mainstream swim group he needs a small quiet environment the Skidby setting is amazing for children with disabilities we have never encountered any issue with the local residents but changes made to the setting means we are able to park in the carpark swim ability have been amazing they have helped my son learn to feel safe in the water and is inthe process of learning to swim to lose this this setting would be detrimental to my son and other children who also have disabilities.The staff go above and beyond and are amazing we must save the Skidby pool 
Kind regards Sarah Garner 

11/17/2023 7:11:00 Claire Harrison C1aire_bennett@yahoo.co.uk32 Patterdale drive, little Weighton Hu203ux 000 In favour
11/17/2023 9:34:04 Helen Luker Helee.ludob@googlemail.com1 st Michael’s close, skidby Hu16 5ty 07507415095 I think it’s brilliant that organisations like this exist, living in a village with poor transport links helps locals to access pool facilities. My child learnt to swim with sportsability and was much better than one we had experienced with a council led pool. 

11/17/2023 16:56:10 Celeste smith Celesteesolly@gmail.com67 22nd Avenue hull Hu69ls 07706437012 I would like this pool to have its status changed so that sport’s ability would be able to use it for swimming lessons for those with disabilities 
11/17/2023 17:37:26 Rory Squires rorysquires@gmail.com 118 Westbourne Avenue, HullHU5 3HX 07827 292717 I support this application.


